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Introduction

• What is a war?

• An inter-state (or international) war?

• Is it different from? How?:

→ Disputes

→ Unilateral aggression

→ Civil war

→ Invasion
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Is this an inter-state war?
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Is this an inter-state war?

FT, September 2020.
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Is this an inter-state war?

FT, April 2018.
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Why is important to distinguish wars from ‘non-wars’?

• Because we want to know how it relates to other situations, e.g.

→ when do disputes escalate?

→ when do civil wars lead to an interstate conflict?

→ how frequent is unilateral aggression?

• This has to do with the understanding of violence or aggression as

a method (not an end in itself) substituting for something else
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Inter-state wars

• Sustained, military clash between two or more countries

→ 6= unilateral aggression, 6= disputes

• How do we measure them?

We usually employ intensity thresholds

→ We want to separate wars from minor clashes or skirmishes (e.g. the

Himalaya battles between China and India in 2020)

→ A war can also be short: the Six-Day War (Israel & Egypt) in 1967

killed +20,000
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Measuring interstate war

• Coding wars in the Correlates of War project

(https://correlatesofwar.org/)

• “sustained combat, involving organized armed forces, resulting in a

minimum of 1,000 battle-related fatalities (later specified as 1,000

battle-related fatalities within a twelve month period)”

• Differentiating interstate wars from other types of wars (extra-state,

intra-state, non-state)
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Correlates of War data project

• COW War Data, 1816 – 2007

• Militarized Interstate Disputes

• National Material Capabilities

• Militarized Interstate Dispute Locations

• Others

→ Alliances, Contiguity, Territorial change, Defense Cooperation

Agreement, etc
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Understanding war

• Why do wars break out?

• (We’ve seen the main IR theories, but neither they only cover wars

nor wars are only explained by IR)
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Understanding war

Jacques Callot’s Les Grandes Misères de la guerre (1633)
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Understanding war

• “War is the continuation of politics by

other means”

• Wars as a rational human phenomenon,

against previous Enlightment view of war as

a deviation

→ Even in the 20th century, some still see it

that way

• Part of the realist tradition: Thucydides,

Machiavelli, Hobbes, etc

Carl von Clausewitz

(On war, 1832)
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Understanding war

• Focus on the causes of war: why do wars break out?

( 6= termination, consequences, conduct of war ...)

• IR perspectives: realism, liberalism, constructivism

• Main realist theories:

→ Balance of power works: states pursue it internationally, (small)

wars avoid larger ones, it deters aggression, etc

→ International hegemony: no, alliances are actually war-prone –

given international anarchy, we need a Leviathan

(be careful when hegemony switches, though)
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Liberal theories

• More popular explanations (nowadays), and also more geared to

specific cases

• Realist explanations are perhaps more focused on explaining

system-wide instability

• Liberal theories are more applicable to specific states or dyads

→ Even though they are also use to justify global systems

• Two main theories:

→ Democratic peace

→ Capitalist peace
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The democratic peace

• When scholars began to collect statistics, found one law-like

regularity: democracies do not fight each other

→ Kant already suggested it

• Even if the regularity exists, no agreement on the why

→ Democratic culture is more peaceful, democratic leaders are

constrained by public opinion... (second image explanations)

→ Common interests of democracies, historical learning process

(system-level)

• Policy implications at the global and specific levels
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The capitalist peace

• Main idea: ‘don’t bite the hand that feeds you’

→ Related to 19th-century economic liberalism against mercantilism or

nationalism: trade could improve the well-being of all countries,

which also includes war

• “Opportunity cost” hypothesis: if we benefit from trade, and war

disrupts trade, the cost of fighting will be higher

→ The more intense trade is, the most we will lose

→ Domestic economic actors have incentives to influence

• Other theories point to the effects of economic prosperity

• Some say that the democratic peace is not because democracy

itself, but because of economic interdependences between wealthy

countries (which happen to be democracies)
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Liberalism nowadays
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Criticizing liberal theories

• These theories have also been challenged, for example:

→ Dyadic effects not taken into account: one side of the trading

relationship could use war to increase their advantage

→ Asymmetry can lead to exploitation (Marxists & realists)

• Most empirical evidence suggests conflict-decreasing effect
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Constructivist theories

• Also remember discussion from last day on ethnic groups

→ probably more relevant in connection with other types of conflict
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Rationalist theories of war

• If we think of states as unitary rational actors, war is actually not

rational, your theories do not have microfoundations

The central puzzle about war , and also the main reason we study it, is that

wars are costly but nonetheless wars recur . Scholars have attempted to resolve

the puzzle with three types of argument. First , one can argue that people (and

state leaders in particular) are sometimes or always irrational. They are subject to

biases and pathologies that lead them to neglect the costs of war or to

misunderstand how their actions will produce it. Second , one can argue that the

leaders who order war enjoy its benefits but do not pay the costs, which are

suffered by soldiers and citizens. Third , one can argue that even rational

leaders who consider the risks and costs of war may end up fighting nonetheless.
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Bargaining model of war

A B

pp − Ca p + Cb

A’s expected gains B’s expected gains

Bargaining space

(anything here is

better that fighting)

• Imagine A and B are fighting over control of a territory, and A is a

bit stronger than B (and both know this)

• p is what they expect if they fight

• But war has a cost, so they would end up with a bit less

• Therefore, under rational conditions, they would be better off if

they negotiate before fighting
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Bargaining model of war

A B
pp − Ca p + Cb

A’s expected gains B’s expected gains

Bargaining space

(anything here is

better that fighting)

• This approach should be able to explain why there was never a

nuclear war: the cost is just too high, even taking into account

uncertainties
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Bargaining model of war
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Rationalist theories of war

• Why are states (or opposing parties) unable to reach a peaceful

settlement before war? Three possibilities:

• Private information

→ States do not have full information regarding the balance of power

(like a Poker game, and war is like showing your cards)

• Commitment problems

→ When any kind of deal is unsustainable because of the incentive

structure (e.g. Prisoner’s dilemma), as when a declining powerful

state has a dispute with an emerging new power

• Indivisible issues

→ If we are fighting for a piece of land or commercial rights, maybe we

can split it up, but what if we are fighting for something sacred, e.g.

control of Jerusalem? (constructivism!)
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Two problems

• Assumes that states are rational unitary actors, but what if they are

not?

• Within a state, there might be internal tensions (i.e. leaders are

playing two games, one domestically and another one

internationally)

→ For instance, war could be beneficial to a leader that wants to avoid

being seen capitulating

• Maybe rationality does not always apply

→ Psychological biases, bounded rationality, etc
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Wraping up: what causes wars?

• This is just something very difficult to predict: ‘war is in the error

term’ (Gartzke)

• A general theory of war is probably impossible: even if we account

for system-level and state-level factors, individual characteristics

and the decision-making process are hard to capture (especially

empirically)

• Also, some people say that the historical context matter when

comparing wars
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Wraping up: what causes wars?

• But we do know some empirical regularities over which new theories

can be built, for example:

1. Democracies and capitalist societies rarely fight each other

2. Many wars are fought among contiguous states over territorial

disputes (which doesn’t mean that neighbors usually fight each

other)

3. Asymmetry does not usually lead to war, and wars are usually

fought between strategic rivals
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Interstate war in context

Target:

State

Target:

Non-State

Perpetrator:

State
Interstate war

State repression

Genocide

Ethnic cleansing

Perpetrator:

Non-State

Mass protests (rebellion)

Military coup

Political assassination*

Civil War

Terrorism

(Organized crime)

Intercommunal violence*
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Connecting logics

• Hierarchy

→ some types create the conditions for others to emerge within

→ interstate wars can create genocides or revolutions

• Instrumentality

→ ‘using’ a type of political violence as a tool to implement another

→ terrorism can be used to win a civil war, or inter-communal violence

to engage in a genocide

• Escalation

→ kind of like hierarchy, but in the opposite direction

→ Syria 2011, 1936 coup in Spain, communal violence and civil war?

• Substitution

→ strategic choice between two types of civil wars

→ proxy wars during the Cold War, terrorists and civil wars, genocide

and ethnic cleansing (Plan Madagascar)
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Friday seminar
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Exam question from Dec 2022

• Tensions between China and the US have increased significantly

during the last few months, related to the conflict over Taiwan. As

a result, there has been some discussion lately about the risk of a

potential open conflict between the US and China in the near

future (e.g.). Yet, beyond a US-China war, how do you think this

increase in tensions and the growing (military) power of China can

affect patterns of political violence across the world? (1000 words)
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https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2022/11/21/a-dangerous-game-over-taiwan

